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Photo Title Photo Needed Location/Setting Details Additional Shots Props Models Needed
In Focus 1 - Close up of eye glasses on an 

open book that are clearly in focus.

2 - Profile shot of a woman smiling 
that where the near eye is in focus.

Office type setting with desk 1 - Glasses sitting on open book on 
a desk

2 - Woman sitting at the desk with 
glasses and book looking at camera 
and smiling

Take a photo of the lighting 
and camera setup for the shot

eye glasses
Book
Desk

Woman

Out of Focus 1 - Close up of same eye glasses on 
an open book from above that are 
not in focus.

2 - Shot of the same woman smiling 
that is not in focus.

Office type setting with desk 1 - Glasses sitting on open book on 
a desk

2 - Woman sitting at the desk with 
glasses and book looking at camera 
and smiling

Need to show the wrong part of the 
photo is in focus.

Desk
Book of Mormon
eye glasses

Woman

Subject Good Size 1. Shot of an open Book of Mormon 
that fills up the majority of the shot.

Office type setting with desk Take a photo of the lighting 
and camera setup for the shot

Desk
Book of Mormon

Subject Too Small 1. Same shot of an open Book of 
Mormon pulled back and making 
them quite small.

Office type setting with desk Desk
Book of Mormon

Good Grouping 1. Photo of a small family (4 people) 
that shows the family close together 
and the shot cropped in close 
enough.

Kitchen with table and chairs Family - Mom, Dad, Girl (10-13 
years old), Boy (8-10 years old)

Take a photo of the lighting 
and camera setup for the shot

Board Game - 
checkers/chess
Kitchen Table

Father
Mother
Girl 10-13
Boy 8-10

Poor Grouping 1. Same photo of family sitting too 
far away from each other to make a 
good shot.

Kitchen with table and chairs Family - Mom, Dad, Girl (10-13 
years old), Boy (8-10 years old) 
playing checkers.

Board Game - 
checkers/chess
Kitchen Table

Father
Mother
Girl 10-13
Boy 8-10

Carefully 
enhanced

1. Temple or Outdoor scene photo 
that needs to be enhanced. (Can use 
photo that we has already been 
taken.)

2. Temple or Outdoor scene photo 
after it has been tastefully enhanced. 
(Can use photo that we has already 
been taken.)

Temple Fix levels, color balance, power 
line, logo, etc.

Over-processed 1. Same Temple or Outdoor scene 
from above that has been over-
processed. (Can use photo that we 
has already been taken.)

Outside of house Show extreme over-processing or 
extreme HDR.

Appropriate for 
Church use

1. Clean-shaven man wearing shirt 
and tie.

2. Woman with proper length dress, 
appropriate neck line, minimal 
jewelry.

Living Room Man
Woman

Photo Shoot - Shot List


